Wix, Lindsay Speed and Sarah Fairbrother, are authorised by the Secretaries of State for Communities and Local Government and Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, to hereby certify that this plan is a true copy of a plan referred to in Article 61 (1) (b) and schedule 2 part 3 of the Thames Water Utilities Limited (Thames Tideway Tunnel) Order 2014.
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Key:
- Limits of land to be acquired or used (LLAU)
- Access to permanent works
- Access to construction works

Notes:
1. This plan does not show stopping-up and diversions of limited duration (eg hoarding erection, minor utility diversions and minor highway works).
2. The Lee Tunnel and SEW extensions are currently under construction and will be 'working' when construction of the Thames Tunnel project commences.
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FOR REVIEW

Rev 1:
- LLAU reduced beside Gallions Reach Shopping Park.